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Abstract. This paper shows that the state of the magneto-
sphere, resulting from continuous but variable forcing of the
solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF), can
be empirically speciﬁed by a magnetospheric state vector 9,
consisting of a set of hourly-averaged magnetospheric driver
and response parameters. It is demonstrated that there ex-
ists a correspondence between the magnetospheric driver and
multiple geomagnetic response parameters. This parameter
correspondence allows different magnetopsheric states to be
speciﬁed by means of a look-up table, provided that the rel-
ative time lags between various driver (e.g. Vsw, IMF) and
response parameters (e.g. Kp, Dst, and AE) are taken into ac-
count. Using the magnetospheric state speciﬁcations, multi-
scale geomagnetic responses can then be simultaneously pre-
scribed statistically from their corresponding driver parame-
ters. Magnetospheric state speciﬁcations have been deter-
mined by using magnetospheric state parameter data taken
in 1970–2000. Their validities have been tested by speci-
fying the multi-geomagnetic responses over three represen-
tative intervals: (1) a magnetic cloud event, (2) a period of
multiple storms, and (3) the years of 2001 and 2002. For all
the intervals, we have found good correlation (with r>0.75)
between the prescribed and observed geomagnetic indices
at hourly resolution, and the magnetospheric state speciﬁca-
tions are thus validated.
Keywords. Magnetosphere (Magnetospheric conﬁguration
and dynamics; Solar wind-magnetosphere interactions;
Storms and substorms)
1 Introduction
Solar wind-magnetosphere interaction causes the compres-
sion of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld on the dayside and the for-
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mation of the long magnetotail on the nightside. This gen-
eral shape of the magnetosphere is maintained by the solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF), but it changes
dynamically in response to the variable external forcing. In
addition, the lower magnetospheric boundary is coupled to
the ionosphere and atmosphere below, which are also di-
rectly affected by solar radiation and pre-existing conditions.
Consequently, it is not easy to model the global magneto-
spheric dynamics without simultaneously accounting for the
multiple processes affecting different parts of the magneto-
sphere. Understanding the interplay between the solar wind,
IMF, magnetosphere, ionosphere, and the atmosphere is the
essence of Sun-Earth Connection science, and will provide
the basis for space weather predictions.
It is well known that the magnetosphere responds to both
magnetic (Dungey, 1961) and viscous (Axford and Hines,
1961) interactions with the IMF and solar wind plasmas.
Such interactions can lead to global-scale magnetospheric
phenomena, such as geomagnetic storms and substorms, re-
sulting in spectacular auroral displays and enhancements of
space current systems, ionospheric conductivities and the ra-
diation belts. The apparent direct responses of the magne-
tosphere to actions of external drivers strongly indicate the
causal relationships between the drivers and responses, even
though we still have not fully understood the detailed physics
of the solar wind-magnetosphere interactions.
An interesting question arises, however, as to whether the
magnetosphere (and ionosphere) plays an active role in de-
termining its responses to the external drivers. For example,
ionization and neutral wind structures in the ionosphere and
atmosphere are directly affected by solar radiation, which
is, by and large, independent of solar wind and IMF vari-
ations. The resulting magnetospheric boundary at low alti-
tude would then have an effect on how the magnetosphere
may respond to a given solar wind or IMF input. Along this
vein, Opgenoorth et al. (1996), for example, pointed out that
global magnetospheric state might determine the details of
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the later substorm development. The primary challenge in
space weather prediction then is to determine the magneto-
spheric response for a given set of magnetospheric input.
Traditional linear prediction ﬁlter techniques based on sin-
gle input-output relations (Clauer, 1986; McPherron et al.,
1988; Baker et al., 1990; Vassiliadis et al., 1995) have widely
been used to forecast a particular magnetospheric response
to a given input driver. These techniques, however, are too
simplistic to prescribe the global magnetospheric state be-
cause they invariably ignore any underlying effects due to
other parameters having different time lags. Even in the
case when two input parameters are considered, such as so-
lar wind speed Vsw and IMF Bz, they are ﬁrst combined to
form a single electric ﬁeld parameter before consideration is
made for predicting a single geomagnetic response of inter-
est. Such treatment would have neglected the effects of dif-
ferent input parameters that may actually have different geo-
effective time scales. Vassiliadis et al. (2005) have clearly
demonstrated the need of using multiple parameters to spec-
ify the global state of the magnetosphere.
In this paper we investigate the characterization of a mag-
netospheric state, which may be viewed as an encapsulation
of the conditions or conﬁguration of the magnetosphere re-
sulting from both the drivers (external and internal) and re-
sponses of the magnetosphere. Although it is tempting to
consider magnetospheric responses as the results of a given
solar wind or IMF input, as is usually done in impulse-
response or prediction-ﬁlter modeling analyses (e.g. Clauer,
1986; Vassiliadis et al., 1995; Klimas et al., 1998) and other
heuristic modeling efforts (e.g. Temerin and Li, 2002), we
consider the multiple geomagnetic responses (e.g. Kp, Dst,
and AE) themselves as a part of the magnetospheric state
characterization. This distinction is subtle but important be-
cause it allows the possibility of multiple drivers affecting a
given response, and its feedback on the system.
In the following sections, we give a description of the
magnetospheric state paradigm and a way to specify differ-
ent magnetospheric state prescriptions. We will then vali-
date those prescriptions by using them to prescribe simul-
taneously the multi-responses of the magnetosphere corre-
sponding to the observed solar wind input during different
intervals of interest.
2 The magnetospheric state paradigm
The changing solar wind and IMF conditions can result in a
multitude of complex, multi-scale, magnetospheric dynamic
phenomena or processes. The term “magnetospheric state”
then refers to the nearly instantaneous global magnetospheric
conﬁguration resulting from those processes and conditions
imposed by the solar wind and IMF. For example, Hoffman
et al. (1988), Gussenhoven (1988) and Watanabe et al. (1998)
investigated the possible magnetospheric ground state when
the magnetosphere has experienced a long period of quies-
cence. According to Gussenhoven (1988), the criteria for a
magnetospheric ground state are: (1) the solar wind speed,
Vsw<∼400kms−1, (2) the magnitude of the IMF Bz (in So-
lar Magnetospheric coordinates) is <2nT, (3) the total mag-
nitude of IMF is <5nT, and (4) all three conditions above
are maintained for at least 2–4h. It is quite clear from this
“ground state” example that adequate speciﬁcation of a mag-
netospheric state will require the concomitance of multiple
parameter conditions. The last condition suggests that the
magnetosphere may have a memory time of about a few
hours.
The magnetosphere is in a disturbed or excited state dur-
ing a geomagnetic storm or substorm, when the magneto-
sphere goes through a sequence of transitions and conﬁgura-
tion changes associated with energy storing, dissipation and
recovery. An earlier study by Vassiliadis et al. (1995) de-
scribed the magnetospheric state only in terms of geomag-
netic responses. As we intend to show in this paper, mag-
netosphere states must be characterized by combinations of
solar wind, IMF and the multi-geomagnetic response param-
eters (Fung, 1996; Fung et al., 2005).
Early attempts have been made (e.g. McPherron, 1974;
Klimas et al., 1992) to characterize the state of the magne-
tosphere in terms of dayside reconnection magnetic ﬂux, tail
lobe open ﬂux and return ﬂux. Newell et al. (2001) also sug-
gested using in addition state variables, such as the polar cap
magnetic ﬂux and a magnetotail stretching index, to param-
eterize the state of the magnetosphere’s magnetic ﬁeld. The
disadvantage of these variables is that they are not routinely
available and they do not account for the different actions
of the solar wind and IMF input, which may lead to multi-
regional (e.g. magnetotail, ring current, and inner magneto-
sphere) processes that can cause more than just changes in
the amounts of polar cap ﬂux or stretching of the magneto-
tail.
As recognized by Newell et al. (2001) and others, the main
distinction between different magnetospheric states is in the
magnetospheric magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration. This seems
reasonablebecausethegeomagneticormagnetosphericmag-
netic ﬁeld tends to play a role in most, if not all, magne-
tospheric processes. Therefore, in order to adequately pre-
scribe a magnetospheric state, it is important to capture as
completely as possible all the factors controlling the multi-
regional variations of the geomagnetic ﬁeld due to solar wind
and IMF input, and the ensuing geomagnetic responses, as
proposed in Fung (1996). Using a straightforward successive
localization process, we will describe next the speciﬁcation
technique that is able to account for the multivariate depen-
dencies of magnetospheric states.
3 Speciﬁcation of magnetospheric states
As suggested in Fung (1996), a magnetospheric state may
be prescribed by both the input driver and the multiple
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geomagnetic response parameters. The collection of param-
eters then forms a “magnetospheric state vector” 9, which
as an example can be represented by
9 = [BIMF,PSW,F10.7;KP,Dst,AE,AL;τ]. (1)
The ﬁrst three parameters in Eq. (1) are the driver (input) pa-
rameters of magnetospheric processes, while KP, Dst, AE
and AL are the multiple geomagnetic response parameters
that have been nearly continuously monitored for several
decades. In order to account for ﬁnite response times of dif-
ferent magnetospheric processes (global geomagnetic activ-
ity, ring current, and auroral currents), a lag-time vector τ is
introduced to specify the relative time shifts or effective his-
tories of the different magnetospheric state parameters. The
probability of occurrence of a given magnetopsheric state is
thus given by the joint occurrence probability of the corre-
sponding multi-parameter ranges.
Among the driver parameters in Eq. (1), the interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld vector BIMF symbolically represents any com-
bination of the ﬁeld components (Bx, By, Bz) and the total
ﬁeld magnitude Btot. The inclusion of Btot in 9 is to account
for its contribution to the total solar wind pressure exerted
on the magnetosphere, particularly due to shock passages
preceding magnetic clouds (Burlaga et al., 1990; Gosling,
1990). Similarly, PSW is shorthand for either the solar wind
dynamic pressure, or the solar wind density nsw and speed
Vsw, which may separately have different geo-effective con-
sequences (e.g. see Fung and Tan, 1998). The F10.7 radio
ﬂux is a known solar activity indicator and thus may be used
as a proxy to the solar UV ﬂux that directly affects the iono-
sphere and atmosphere, i.e. the lower magnetospheric bound-
ary.
On the other hand, magnetospheric responses involving
different processes operating in different magnetospheric re-
gions are complex and have different time and spatial scales.
These processes (and their effects) may be conveniently and
summarily represented in terms of the multiple geomagnetic
indices, such as KP,Dst, AE, and AL (Mayaud, 1980). Sam-
pled at 3-hourly intervals globally, hourly at mid-latitudes,
and on ∼minute time scale at high latitudes, the Kp,Dst,
and auroral indices (AE, AL), respectively, monitor different
magnetospheric and ionospheric activities on different time
scales in response to a given set of external driver condi-
tions. Their inclusions in Eq. (1) are important for account-
ing for the effects of different response processes (such as
ULF waves, ring current and ionospheric currents) in setting
the state of the magnetosphere. In order to specify 9 on an
hourly time scale, we have processed the Kp time series data
into hourly resolution by extending the single Kp value for a
given 3-hourly interval into 3 hourly values to cover the same
interval. In this way, Kp would have the same resolution as
the solar wind and other data. Vassiliadis et al. (2005) have
shown recently that many of the state parameters in Eq. (1)
affect different parts of the Earth’s radiation belt.
It is important to recognize that although we have conve-
niently chosen to use KP,Dst, AE and AL for this study to
represent the multiple geomagnetic responses, they are not
unique for such a purpose and do not necessarily represent
the optimal set of parameters needed to prescribe a magne-
tospheric state. The key point, though, is that both driver
and response conditions are needed to specify the state of the
magnetosphere. In the next sections, we examine the pre-
scriptions of magnetospheric states in detail.
4 Parameterization of a magnetospheric state
Magnetospheric state (Eq. 1) is a multi-parameter empir-
ical function that may depend nonlinearly on its parame-
ters. Needless to say, the multiple geomagnetic responses are
not mutually independent parameters as they are connected
by yet to be identiﬁed cross-scale coupling processes in the
global magnetic conﬁguration.
To illustrate the complex relationship between a given
magnetospheric response (e.g. Kp) and multiple driver
(input) parameters, Fig. 1 shows the variations of Kp-
distributionsrecordedin1970–2003asafunctionofdifferent
driver parameters: Vsw,nsw,Psw,Btot, and Bz, for the case
of τ=0. It is easy to see that the Kp-distribution changes
with the variation of each of the driver parameters, and that
the overall Kp distributions are also different for different
driver parameters (Fig. 1b–f). Sufﬁce it to point out here that
other geomagnetic response indices (Dst, and auroral index)
behave similarly and their distributions are omitted here for
brevity.
The prediction ﬁlter techniques that have been used exten-
sively to investigate relationships of input-output parameter
pairs tend to ignore the effects of multiple driver input on the
variations of the output parameter; see panels (b–f) in Fig. 1
(e.g. Clauer, 1986; Vassiliadis et al., 1995). Recently, Vassil-
iadis et al. (2005) have shown that different magnetospheric
state parameters can affect different magnetospheric regions.
Therefore, the simultaneous consideration of multiple driver
parameters and their corresponding multiple geomagnetic re-
sponses is necessary to properly specify the global state of
the magnetosphere (Fung, 1996).
4.1 Parameter localization
Ukhorskiy et al. (2002) showed that multi-scale magnetop-
sheric responses may be handled by using multi-scale local-
linear ﬁlters. More recently, Ukhorskiy et al. (2004) have
also developed a relativistic-electron ﬂux speciﬁcation model
for the geosynchronous region based on the development of
single-output ﬁlter with multiple input parameters. These
multi-scale local-linear ﬁlter techniques, like others men-
tioned earlier, can only produce one output parameter, which
cannot be used to characterize the global state of the magne-
tosphere. A simpler way to ascertain the range combinations
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Figure 1 
 
Fig. 1. Histogram of all 3-hourly Kp index values (a) in 1970–2003, (b) as a function of solar wind speed Vsw, (c) as a function of IMF Btot,
(d) as a function of solar wind density nsw, (e) as a function of solar wind dynamic pressure Psw, and (f) as a function of IMF Bz. The color
scale for panels (b–f) shows the logarithms of the numbers of occurrences. Open circles show the mean Kp value while the crosses indicate
+/− a standard deviation. All the distributions, though rather broad, show monotonic variations of Kp with hourly solar wind and IMF input
with zero time lag. We note that same Kp values can result from either positive or negative IMF Bz.
of multiple parameters to characterize magnetospheric states,
however, isto employ thewidely usedparameter-localization
process, or binning (Duda et al., 2000; Theodoridis and
Koutroumbas, 2003).
It is elementary to assert that the behavior of a multivariate
functionwithrespecttoanyvariableofinterestcanalwaysbe
investigated by holding all other independent variables con-
stant or to speciﬁc small intervals. The variables or parame-
ters that are held to speciﬁc intervals are then said to be lo-
calized. The variation of the function within each localized-
parameter bin is assumed to be insigniﬁcant compared to the
total change in the function with respect to the variable of
interest. Therefore, the function’s variability within the lo-
calized parameter bin and the average value of the param-
eter are then characteristic to that particular parameter bin.
Since all magnetospheric-state parameters are treated simi-
larly under localization, there is no preference in the order in
which parameters are localized. Below, we will only use Kp
to demonstrate the parameter localization procedures.
As shown in panels (b–f) in Fig. 1, while the mean Kp
(open circles) vary differently with each of the driver param-
eters, the spread of each of the Kp-distributions must be due
to the underlying variations of all other (non-localized) pa-
rameters (drivers and responses) as well as random errors. In
order to examine the true variation of a given response pa-
rameter (Kp,Dst, AE, etc.) with another (driver or response)
parameter, we need to localize all but the parameters in ques-
tion.
To start the localization process, we have binned the full
range of each of the dynamical driver parameters into ﬁve or
six bins as follows (bin sizes and boundaries are only chosen
as a matter of convenience):
{Vsw,i (kms−1)}={<400, 400−500, 500−600, 600−750, >750}
i = 1,2,3,4,5
{Btot,j (nT)} = {<5, 5−10, 10−15, 15−25, >25}
j = 1,2,3,4,5
{Psw,k (nPa)} = {<5, 5−10, 10−15, 15−20, >20}
k = 1,2,3,4,5.
For every combination of these hydrodynamic parameter
ranges, there can be a corresponding set of IMF conditions
{Bx,l, By,m, Bz,n} subject to the limitation of Btot,j with
{Bx,l (nT)} = {<−15, −15 − −5, −5−0, 0−5, 5−15, >15}
l = 1,2,3,4,5,6
{By,m (nT)} = {<−15, −15 − 5, −5−0, 0−5, 5−15, >15}
m = 1,2,3,4,5,6
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Figure 2 
Fig. 2. Examples of reduced histograms of Kp when Vsw , Psw and Btot are successively localized. In these examples, we have kept
Vsw<400kms−1 while Psw increases from left (<5nPa) to right (10–15nPa) and the magnitude of IMF Btot increases from top (<5nT) to
bottom (10–15nT). We see that the peaks of the Kp distributions shift to higher Kp values as both Psw and Btot increase. In Figs. 1 and 2,
concurrent data are plotted.
{Bz,n(nT)} = {<−15, −15 − −5, −5−0, 0−5, 5−15, >15}
n = 1,2,3,4,5,6.
With such binning, it is now possible to determine the true
variation of a response parameter with respect to any driver
parameter within each data bin, where all other state parame-
ters are localized. In each localized bin combination then, the
systematic variability of all other state-parameters are min-
imized, with only random error remaining. Different local-
izeddatabinsalsorepresentdifferentparameterregimeswith
which the locally linear driver-response relationship may still
vary due to nonlinearity. This process can be repeated for any
pair of driver and response parameters in Eq. (1).
Figure 2 shows examples of different Kp-distributions
when Vsw,Psw, and Btot are successively localized. While
the monotonic variations of the average Kp with Psw, and
Btot, as shown in Fig. 1 are preserved, the Kp distributions in
successively localized bins are deﬁned with less uncertainty
since they have narrower spreads than the non-localized dis-
tributions in Fig. 1.
In the current study, we have limited our considerations
only to the following driver parameters: Vsw,Psw,Btot, and
Bz (ignoring F10.7 for it has a much longer variability time
scale). As shown in Fig. 1, all these parameters are essen-
tially directly correlated with the average Kp and thus are
suitable for localization. Since changes in IMF By and Bx
do not seem to yield signiﬁcant variations in geomagnetic in-
dices, we will omit them from the current study for simplic-
ity. For Bz, however, different correlations exist for positive
and negative Bz, suggesting that the same Kp value can re-
sult from different interaction processes associated with the
two IMF Bz orientations. The solar wind density nsw, which
is contained in Psw, is not considered separately because
the average Kp does not change signiﬁcantly over the whole
range of nsw. In the following, we only use Kp to demon-
strate the localization process, although the same procedures
are applicable to other state parameters.
It is important to note that parameter binning is a straight-
forward way to analyze a multivariate distribution func-
tion. As such, the complexity of a multi-parameter (multi-
dimensional) problem that is otherwise difﬁcult to be mod-
eled from ﬁrst principle (see, e.g. Sharma, 1995; Valdivia et
al., 1996, 1999) can be treated easily. For example, different
combinations of Vsw,i and Bz,n also handle the effects of the
interplanetary electric ﬁeld Ey,i,n=Vsw,iBz,n.
An advantage of the multi-parameter localization or mul-
tivariate binning analysis is to enable the construction of the
distributions of a response parameter (e.g. Kp) with respect
to any chosen magnetospheric state parameter (e.g. Btot),
for different interval-averaged values (bins) of all other state
variables (e.g. Bz, Vsw, Dst, etc.) in 9 (Eq. 1). Figure 3
shows the variations of Kp distributions with respect to Btot
within different Vsw bins. The direct correlation between the
average Kp and Btot, shown in Fig. 3 is similar to that in
panel (c) of Fig. 1, but the individual Kp distribution in each
Vsw bin is much better deﬁned with less uncertainty because
of less variability in the underlying conditions.
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Figure 3 
Fig. 3. (a) to (e) show the reduced histogram of Kp index as a function of IMF magnitude Btot after localizing the solar wind speed Vsw:
(a) Vsw<400kms−1; (b) 400kms−1≤Vsw<500kms−1; (c) 500kms−1≤Vsw<600kms−1;
(d) 600kms−1≤Vsw<750kms−1; and (e) 750kms−1≤Vsw. The different panels, constructed similarly to those in Fig. 1, clearly reveal
the inherent variation of (average) Kp with both Btot and Vsw; whereas Fig. 1 shows only the overall Kp variability with a single parameter.
Compared to Fig. 1b and c, the localized Kp distributions in different Vsw bins are more compact, yielding more accurate Kp values to
characterize magnetospheric states.
The distributions, as shown in Fig. 3, will allow us to com-
pute the occurrence probability of a magnetospheric state
speciﬁed by that parameter bin combination. Although a
complete characterization of all magnetospheric state occur-
rences is beyond the scope of the present paper, we can see
in the example of Fig. 3 that except for a very small num-
ber of cases (15 out of all the hourly intervals in 1970–
2003), there is virtually no Kp observed when Btot>30nT
and Vsw<500kms−1. Conversely, there is a tendency for av-
erage Kp>4 when Btot>3nT and Vsw>750kms−1. It will
be of interest, and quite straightforwardly so, to ﬁnd out the
conditions that led to the extremeevent occurrences using the
analysis technique described herein.
4.2 Determination of τ
So far, we have only assumed τ=0 in Eq. (1). Although there
may not be a signiﬁcant arrival time difference between dif-
ferent solar wind and IMF drivers, say, at the front of the
magnetosphere, different magnetospheric responses, such as
the development and decay of ring currents and auroral pro-
cesses, will have different response times. The time histories
of different input may also have pre-conditioning effects on
the magnetosphere, but here we wish to ﬁrst determine the
appropriate nominal time lags τ=[τ1,τ2,τ3] of the multi-
geomagnetic activities (see Eq. 1), whose responses would
have implicitly taken time history into account. Then each
of the geomagnetic indices in Eq. (1) can be replaced by its
appropriately time-delayed values, such that Eq. (1) becomes
(again ignoring F10.7 for the time being)
9(t)=

Vsw(t),Btot(t),Psw(t),Bz(t);KP(t+τ1),Dst(t+τ2),
AE(t + τ3),AL(t + τ3)]. (2)
Itisimmediatelyclearthattheexplicittimedependence(t)in
Eq. (2) can be dropped without loss of generality. A magne-
tospheric state 9 at any solar wind/IMF arrival time t is then
simply speciﬁed by the magnetospheric driver and response
parameters at appropriate time lags.
Asdescribedabove, thelocalizationprocessminimizesthe
systematic variations of parameters so that only a random
error remains in a given localized parameter bin. The optimal
time lag (τ1, τ2, τ3 in Eq. 2) of a given geomagnetic response
can therefore be determined empirically by ﬁxing the time
lag at which the given index has a narrowest distribution, i.e.
with a minimum standard deviation σ
σ =
v u
u u
t
n P
i=1
(Gi − hGi)2
n
, (3)
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Figure 4 
 
Figure 5 
Fig. 4. Panels (a–d) show the total clustering deviations <σ>c (solid color lines) and piecewise-linear deviations <σ>p (dashed color lines)
as a function of time lag of Kp, Dst, AE, and AL, respectively. The time lag at which a given response index has the minimum deviation
indicates the natural response time of that index to the corresponding input. Panel (b) indicates that Dst also responses to 3-h Kp with a
2–5h delay.
where Gi are the measured values of the geomagnetic index
(Kp, Dst, hourly AE, or hourly AL) and n is the number of
values in a given bin. The average value hGi can be obtained
by computing the arithmetic mean of Gi (as in Figs. 1 and
3) or ﬁnding the linear ﬁt through the distribution within the
localized-parameter bin. By simply averaging all the stan-
dard deviations in all bins (Duda et al., 2000),
hσi =
v u u
t
m X
j=1
σ2
j nj
,
m X
j=1
nj, (4)
where m is the number of bins of a given input parame-
ter, we have obtained the total clustering standard deviation
<σ>c (if hGi is given by the arithmetic mean) and the total
piecewise-linear standard deviation <σ>p (if hGi is given
by the piecewise linear ﬁts).
Computed by using the magnetospheric state parameter
data (see Eq. 1) taken in 1970–2003, Fig. 4a–d shows the
<σ>c and <σ>p as functions of lag time at which the Kp,
Dst, AE, and AL time series are delayed from and correlated
with various other state parameters. It is apparent that <σ>c
is generally larger than <σ>p in all cases. The zero-lag case
in Fig. 4a gives the net deviation of the Kp distributions in
Vsw, Btot, Psw, and Bz, as shown in Fig. 1. It shows that
Kp values (though at 3-h resolution) are best organized (with
a most compact distribution) by the hourly-averaged Vsw at
zero lag. With respect to IMF Bz, however, the Kp distri-
bution in Fig. 1f would have been more compact if Kp were
delayed from IMF Bz by about an hour, although there may
actually be a range of valid lag of 0 to 2h. Thus, a 2-h history
of IMF Bz may be suitable for Kp speciﬁcation. Since Kp
has different effective lag times from Vsw and Bz, it is there-
fore not likely to be dependent on the interplanetary electric
ﬁeld Ey,i,n=Vsw,iBz,n.
On the other hand, Fig. 4a shows signiﬁcant smaller vari-
ations of <σ>p with Kp lags for Btot and Psw as drivers.
Both <σ>p and <σ>c start from their minima at zero lag
(like the case of Vsw) and remain relatively constant until af-
ter a lag of about 2h, and then start to increase, indicating
that these magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) drivers can elicit
a fairly quick magnetospheric response that may last up to
a few hours. Therefore, Fig. 4a gives the basic lags of Kp
from the solar wind and IMF input, and the nominal inter-
vals of driver histories needed to specify the Kp response.
The most geo-effective drivers, i.e. to which Kp is most sen-
sitive, are clearly Vsw and IMF Bz, which show well-deﬁned
minima and the largest changes in <σ> with lag.
Figure 4b shows a more complicated time delay and input-
driver history dependence of Dst. The hourly Dst index
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Fig. 5. Relative time shifts (h) between driver and response param-
eters. Dst actually responses to Kp and AE (thus is sensitive to
existing magnetospheric conditions), as well as to solar wind and
IMF.
responds primarily to Kp with about a 2–5-h delay, to AE
with a 1–2-h delay and to IMF Bz with a 2–3-h nominal de-
lay. A 4-h time history of Vsw may also be important. On
the other hand, Btot and Psw seem to have little or very weak
direct inﬂuence on the Dst index, as it has a rather long re-
sponse time of 8–9h. The relatively weak Dst response to
these MHD parameters suggests that Dst perturbations are
not the direct result of pressure-driven MHD processes. The
more sensitive Dst response to Kp, however, is understand-
able because the decay of Dst involves only processes within
the magnetosphere (e.g. ring current decay). These processes
are not driven directly by the solar wind and IMF, but are
more dependent on the prevailing magnetospheric and iono-
spheric conditions, which may be globally characterized by
Kp. Figure 4b clearly shows the importance of accounting
for the effects of other geomagnetic responses, in addition to
the driver parameters, when predicting Dst.
Figure 4c and d shows the time delay and input-driver his-
tory dependence of AL and AE, respectively. Both plots in-
dicate that the auroral indices respond primarily and most
sensitively to the IMF Bz input with a lag of an hour. Their
responses to other driver parameters are rather weak, except
perhaps for Vsw, to which the auroral indices could have
moderate responses within the hour of input (zero lag). The
similarity between these two ﬁgures is expected because of
the close relation between the AE and AL indices, and we can
drop AL from Eqs. (1) and (2).
Figure 4a–d conﬁrms that a given magnetospheric driver
can give rise to multiple magnetospheric responses via pro-
cesses (at different locations) having different time (and spa-
tial) scales. As we discussed earlier about Fig. 4a, more geo-
effective drivers tend to lead to well-deﬁned minima and sig-
niﬁcant changes in the <σ>-lag curves. For those drivers,
the magnetospheric response times are conveniently given by
the times of the curve minimum. Less sensitive input drivers
can still be effective if their actions are sustained for a suf-
ﬁciently long period of time, in which case the integrated
driver time history may be more important.
Figure 5 summarizes the nominal ranges of relative time
shifts (h) between the different magnetospheric drivers and
response parameters. The ﬁnite lag time ranges suggest the
intervals of effective time history of different input parame-
ters. In the present study, however, we focus only on choos-
ing a set of speciﬁc delay times that are consistent with the
delay time ranges in order to obtain a nominal set of relative
timing relationships among each of the state parameters. The
results are shown at the bottom of Fig. 5. For the particular
set of chosen time delays in Fig. 5, Dst has the longest re-
sponse time to solar wind and IMF input. It also responds
to past Kp and AE conditions that may govern ring current
buildup and decay processes. In addition, since Fig. 4b in-
dicates that Dst has only a relatively weak IMF-Btot depen-
dence with a 4–8h, we have simply chosen a 2-hr delay be-
tween Dst and IMF-Btot, so that a consistent set of response
times to IMF Btot can be chosen for Kp and AE, as well.
In order to see how well the set of time delays given in
Fig. 5 can help reduce the effects of systematic variability,
as discussed in Sect. 4.1, we show in Fig. 6a–c the contin-
uous decreases of <σ>p and <σ>c of the Kp, AE, and
Dst indices, as the multi-responses are appropriately delayed
and correlated with successively localized parameters. We
should emphasize, however, that data bins having unphysical
combinations of parameter values (such as low Vsw and high
KP) are of little interest. Extreme events, like great storms
with Dst<300nT, are rare; and they need to be treated sepa-
rately.
Using the optimal delays in Fig. 5 and ignoring the time-
integrated effects for the time being, Eq. (2) then becomes
(again ignoring F10.7 and AL as before)
9(t)=

Vsw(t−2h),Btot(t−2h),Psw(t−2h),Bz(t−3h);
KP(t − 2h),Dst(t),AE(t − 2h)]. (5)
The vector 9(t) in Eq. (5) speciﬁes the instantaneous state
of the magnetosphere, which can be viewed as a snapshot
of the global magnetospheric conﬁguration (see discussion
of Eq. 2), though it does not tell us how the magnetospheric
state evolves. Temporal changes in 9(t) are manifested only
in the collective progression of individual state parameters,
as in Fig. 7a. We should note that 9(t) depends on Vsw, Btot,
Psw, Bz, Kp and AE at hours previous to that of Dst; so both
“historical” and current information are used to specify the
magnetospheric state at Dst time. Nevertheless, incorpora-
tion of parameter histories can lead to reﬁnement of magne-
tospheric state speciﬁcation.
5 Validating multi-response speciﬁcations
The notion of a magnetospheric state is meaningful only if a
given combination of magnetospheric-state parameter ranges
in Eq. (5) always represents the same magnetospheric con-
ﬁguration, and it is repeatable. Different parameter range
combinations can therefore serve as identiﬁers (or labels) of
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Figure 6 
Fig. 6. (a) to (c) show the resultant decreases in <σ>p and <σ>c of Kp, AE, and Dst, respectively, when the delays of Kp, AE, and Dst
responses are incorporated in the successive localization process: (a) deviation of Kp distribution when Vsw(E0), IMF Bz(E1), Psw(E0),
and IMF Btot(E0) are successively localized; (b) deviation of AE distribution when IMF Bz(E1), Vsw (E0), Psw(E0), and IMF Btot(E0) are
successively localized; (c) deviation of Dst distribution when Kp(E2), Vsw(E2), IMF Bz(E3), Psw(E2), and IMF Btot(E2) are successively
localized. Here E0 and E1 indicate 0 and 1h, respectively, earlier than the geomagnetic index observations. The localization processes
clearly reduce the deviations signiﬁcantly.
different magnetospheric states, analogous to using spectro-
scopic terms, to identify different energy states or electronic
conﬁgurations of an atom. Since the multi-response param-
eters (Kp, Dst, and AE) must somehow be “determined” by
the input drivers, the validity of the magnetospheric state pre-
scriptionscanbeveriﬁedbycheckingthecorrespondencebe-
tween the magnetospheric driver and response parameters.
To test this idea, we have used the long-term solar
wind and IMF data available from the NASA Space Sci-
ence Data Center (NSSDC) to determine the various pos-
sible driver state bins Di,j,k,n=[Vsw,i(t−2h), Btot,j(t−2h),
Psw,k(t−2h), Bz,n(t−3h)] as described above. For each
Di,j,k,n then, we can determine the corresponding re-
sponse state by computing the set of expectation val-
ues <Ri,j,k,n> of the response parameters R=[KP(t−2h),
Dst(t), AE(t−2h)]. The expectation values <Ri,j,k,n>
are computed by taking either the arithmetic mean or the
piecewise-linear ﬁt of each of the response parameters sam-
pled within each Di,j,k,n, depending on whether the number
of samples n is less than or greater than 80 (
√
n/n∼0.11), re-
spectively. For Dst, however, results in Fig. 4b suggest that
<Dst> should be calculated only after Kp is also localized.
With these deﬁnitions, we then have the following complete
speciﬁcations of magnetospheric states:
9 = [Di,j,k,n,< Ri,j,k,n >] with i,j,k = 1,2,3,4,5
and n = 1,2,3,4,5,6. (6)
Using the historical solar wind, IMF and geomagnetic in-
dices data (1970–2000), we have statistically determined the
different <Ri,j,k,n> that correspond to all possible driver
states Dijkn, assuming that the magnetosphere had experi-
enced all possible states with sufﬁcient recurrences of each
state (except those associated with rare events) over the his-
torical data period. Applying the established correspondence
between <Ri,j,k,n> and Di,j,k,n, we can then prescribe the
multi-geomagnetic responses to the observed Di,j,k,n at any
time.
5.1 A magnetic cloud event
Figure 7a shows an example of applying the results from
Eq. (6) to specify simultaneously the Kp, Dst, and AE re-
sponses (with different time shifts as shown in Fig. 5) to
the observed solar wind and IMF input during a magnetic
cloud event which occurred on 18–19 October 1995 (Fenrich
and Luhmann, 1998). In this example, the correlation coefﬁ-
cients between the speciﬁed (red curves) and observed (black
curves) values of Kp, Dst, and AE indices are 0.83, 0.92,
and 0.90, respectively. As we can see, the magnetospheric
state prescriptions capture very well simultaneously the mul-
tiple geomagnetic responses to the variable solar wind and
IMF input. The blue (solid and dashed) vertical lines indicate
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Figure 7(a) 
(b)
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Figure 7(b)  Fig. 7. (a) Evolution of magnetospheric states, 9(t), over a magnetic cloud interval on 18–19 October 1995 (Fenrich and Luhmann, 1998)
is manifested by the continuously changing magnetospheric state parameters. With a ﬁxed set of time shifts, as marked by the blue (solid
and broken) lines, the temporal progressions of the time-series records of the different magnetospheric state parameters simply mark the
temporal changes in the magnetospheric states. The red curves show average prescribed geomagnetic responses in remarkable agreement
with observations (black curves). The red crosses give a one standard deviation error estimate. (b) Illustration of successful simultaneous
speciﬁcation of AL, Kp, and Dst by magnetospheric state prescriptions (with mean square-root error of 131.2, 0.94, and 21.3, respectively)
over an interval of multiple storms with varying magnitudes observed on 15–27 April 2002. The prescribed geomagnetic indices (red curves)
and their observed values (black curves) have correlation coefﬁcients of 0.89, 0.90, and 0.83, respectively.
thecorrespondencebetweenthetime-shiftedmagnetospheric
drivers and responses at four different times. They show that
theprescriptionsgivenbyEq.(6)areabletospecifycorrectly
the similar Kp and AE, but quite different Dst responses be-
tween the two sample intervals bounded by the solid and
dashed blue lines, owing to the two intervals having signiﬁ-
cantly different driver input.
5.2 A period of multiple storms
Figure 7b shows another example interval of 15–27 April
2002, when multiple storms with varying magnitudes were
observed over a 12-day period. Again, the simultaneously
speciﬁed AL, Kp and Dst indices show good agreement
with their corresponding observed values, with correlation
>0.83. The three periods with varying degrees of distur-
bances (shaded blue) within the interval show that all three
periods have very similar general driver conditions: en-
hanced Btot, generally Bz<0, elevated Vsw, and sharp in-
creases in Psw. They also have very similar magnetospheric
responses correspondingly, and thus support the notion of
magnetospheric states prescribed by Eq. (6).
5.3 The years of 2001 and 2002
Magnetospheric state approach is correct only if it is ap-
plicable and valid for arbitrarily long time intervals. In
addition to the two intervals of different lengths described
above, we have investigated the performance of Eq. (6) over
extended periods. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the com-
parisons between the prescribed (red curves) and observed
(black curves) long-term <Kp> and <Dst> in 2002, and
<AE> in 2001, respectively. The agreements between all the
prescribed <Ri,j,k,n> and their corresponding actual mea-
surements are quite remarkable, with correlation coefﬁcients
>0.75 (see captions of Figs. 8–10).
In the next section, we compare in more detail the multi-
parameter speciﬁcation technique investigated here and other
geomagnetic response prediction models.
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Figure 8  Fig. 8. The Kp index values as a function of time in the year 2002
are speciﬁed by their corresponding driver states, in accordance
with the magnetospheric state prescription of Eqs. (5) and (6). Mag-
netospheric states are speciﬁed by the driver and response param-
eter data obtained in 1970–2001, with Vsw(E0), Bz(E1), Psw(E0),
and Btot(E0) having been localized. The estimation (RMS) error is
±0.795 [in Kp unit]; consistent with the global deviation shown in
Fig. 6a and correlation factor with the actual data is 0.801. Black
line is the actual observed Kp index and red line is the estimated
Kp index. The gaps in the red line indicate periods of no solar wind
data.
6 Comparisons with existing geomagnetic response
models
Neural network models have been developed in the past for
separate prediction of Kp, Dst and AE (e.g. Takalo and Ti-
monen, 1997; Gavrishchaka and Ganguli, 2001; Boberg et
al., 2000; Lundstedt et al., 2002). The root-mean squared
(RMS) error of Kp prediction in the Boberg et al. model is
∼0.8. With the magnetospheric state speciﬁcation technique,
we have achieved comparable accuracy (see Fig. 8 caption).
Unlike the neural-network models for Kp prediction, how-
ever, the magnetospheric state prescriptions also allow the si-
multaneous speciﬁcations of Dst and AE responses that have
different variability time scales. Since different geomagnetic
responses are not completely independent from one another
because they are all mediated by the same magnetospheric
magnetic ﬁeld, it is important to take into account their inter-
dependences when we consider the behavior of a given re-
sponse.
An important distinction between the magnetospheric
state speciﬁcation and the familiar linear-ﬁlter techniques
is that magnetospheric prescriptions (Eq. 6) allow all
<Ri,j,k,n> to be speciﬁed simultaneously over long period
( days) without any special processing or modeling of the
input-driver data. The prescriptions given by Eq. (6) spec-
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Figure 9  Fig. 9. The Dst index values as a function of time in the year 2002
are speciﬁed by their corresponding driver states, in accordance
with the magnetospheric state prescription of Eqs. (5) and (6). Mag-
netospheric states are speciﬁed by the driver and response param-
eter data obtained in 1970–2001, with Kp(E2), Vsw(E2), Bz(E3),
Psw(E2), and Btot(E2) having been localized. The estimation error
is ±16.7nT (consistent with Fig. 6c) and correlation factor with the
actual data is 0.757. The black line is the actual observed Dst index
and red line is the estimated Dst index. The gaps in the red line
indicate periods of no solar wind data.
ify the global multi-responses of the magnetosphere, instead
of just a single output parameter. The residual differences
between <Ri,j,k,n> and their measured values, particularly
in the case of Dst, are perhaps due to the so-far incomplete
accounting of the time histories of the magnetospheric state
parameters.
There has also been nonlinear models developed to pre-
dict minute-resolution AL and AE indices during isolated
substorms (e.g. Vassilidias et al., 1995), but success is lack-
ing in predicting the long-term evolution of the electrojet in-
dices due to multiple upstream input variability. From the
present work, we can see that although substorm activities
can occur on minute-to-hour scales, the overall hourly high-
latitude ionospheric current systems activities can be speci-
ﬁed by the hourly-averaged solar wind and IMF conditions
(see Eq. 6), although variations of ionospheric conditions as
parameterized by F10.7 radio ﬂuxes have so far been ne-
glected. Figure 5 shows that both Kp and AE indices are
direct consequences of magnetospheric input drivers. The
different response times of the indices to different (hydro-
dynamic or magnetic) driver parameters imply that different
geo-effective processes contribute to different geomagnetic
activities. The incorporation of multiple responses in Eq. (6)
seems to be key to the apparent success of magnetospheric
state prescriptions.
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Figure 10. 
 
Fig. 10. The AE index values as a function of time in 10 months
of 2001 are speciﬁed by their corresponding driver states, in ac-
cordance with the magnetospheric state prescription of Eqs. (5)
and (6). Magnetospheric states are speciﬁed by the driver and
response parameter data obtained in 1970–2000, with Vsw(E0),
Bz(E1), Psw(E0), and Btot(E0) having been localized. The esti-
mation error is ±111.8nT (consistent with Fig. 6b) and correlation
factor with the actual data is 0.826. The black line is the actual ob-
served AE index and red line is the estimated AE index. The gaps
in the red line indicate periods of no solar wind data.
Because of the strong contextual relationship between ge-
omagnetic storm activities and the Dst index, there has been
particular interest in Dst predictions (e.g. Burton et al., 1975;
Klimas et al., 1998; O’Brien and McPherron, 2000; Temerin
and Li, 2002; Lundstedt et al., 2002). Models in the past have
invariably endeavored to provide the time evolution of Dst
by modeling heuristically the Dst growth and decay rates as
functions of solar wind and IMF input. One of the most suc-
cessful models so far is perhaps the Temerin and Li (2002)
model with ∼90% prediction efﬁciency. A common feature
of most of these models, however, is the requirement of past
ﬁduciary Dst values. The neural network model by Lund-
stedt et al. (2002) does use multiple driver parameters (Vsw,
Bz and nsw) to predict Dst without having to use any past
ﬁduciary values, but it neglects to account for the effects of
other magnetospheric responses that must also affect Dst, as
geomagnetic activities are not independent of one another.
The Dst index (sometimes corrected for solar wind pres-
sure effects and magnetospause current contributions) is
largely a measure of the ring current activities that has long
decay times (∼few days) due to collisional and charge-
exchange loss processes that are dependent on prevailing
magnetospheric conditions. Figure 5, in fact, shows that
Dst does depend on earlier Kp and AE indices with differ-
ent response times, although a consistent two-hour delay has
been chosen in this study for convenience. The incorpora-
tion of the different response times of the multi-geomagnetic
responses in the magnetospheric state speciﬁcations is anal-
ogous to performing multivariate analysis of a nonlinear sys-
tem. Consequently, unlike Dst prediction models in the past,
our speciﬁcation technique requires no prior Dst information
and does take into account the underlying geomagnetic re-
sponses in order to prescribe the Dst component of a partic-
ular magnetospheric state vector (Eq. 5). As shown in Fig. 9,
the primary temporal variations of Dst are reasonably cap-
tured by the rather simple, but straightforward implementa-
tion of magnetospheric state prescriptions (Eq. 6).
7 Summary and discussion
We have investigated the simultaneous speciﬁcation of the
multi-geomagnetic responses of the magnetosphere as a re-
sult of varying solar wind and IMF input. We have found
that there exists a well-deﬁned set of relative time differ-
ences among the various magnetospheric-state parameters,
as shown in Fig. 5. These time differences are the different
response times of the parameters relative to one another (see
Figs. 1–4). Figure 6 shows that the response parameter dis-
tributions become more compact when their ﬁnite response
times are properly accounted for and the systematic varia-
tions of the driver (independent) parameters are effectively
minimized by successive localization.
Since the time-shifted magnetospheric driver and response
parameters, according to Fig. 5, are correlated, their varia-
tion must also correspond to one another such that their time
progressions should indicate the evolution of the state of the
magnetosphere, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Using a long inter-
val of magnetospheric state parameter data (1970–2000) and
following Eq. (5), we have obtained statistically a “look-up
table” for the prescriptions of different magnetospheric states
at an hourly resolution given by Eq. (6). The magnetospheric
state look-up table is useful for performing cluster analysis,
with which one can determine the conditions for the occur-
rences of different types of events of interest (e.g. storms or
substorms), and forecast space weather events.
To test the validity of magnetospheric state prescriptions,
we have applied the results from Eq. (6) to prescribe simul-
taneously the multi-geomagnetic responses <Ri,j,k,n> that
should correspond to the driver states D,i,j,k,n sequence ob-
served in different data intervals. The results are shown in
Figs. 7–10. Since the Dst index has the longest lag time of
about 3h (from IMF Bz), we can thus predict its responses
with at least a few hour’s lead time. Longer lead times are
clearly possible if upstream driver conditions can be mea-
sured well in advance.
Unlike traditional neural-network or linear-prediction ﬁl-
ter analyses, in which time-series data of solar wind and
IMF input and a geomagnetic index output (Kp, Dst or AE)
have to be used to train and construct an input-output trans-
fer function, the localization process used to minimize the
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systematic variation of parameters requires no special data
processing or modeling. Once the relative time shifts (Fig. 5)
between the state parameters are determined, their temporal
relationships are then ﬁxed for all times, as shown in Eq. (5)
and Fig. 7a.
Although at the present time the magnetospheric state
speciﬁcation technique is less accurate than some special-
ized models, such as the Temerin and Li (2002) model, in
predicting the Dst index, it is a more capable technique in
that it can specify simultaneously multiple geomagnetic re-
sponses having different characteristic time scales. Such ca-
pability makes the technique very convenient and advanta-
geous for space weather modeling and forecasting because
the magnetospheric state paradigm can be applied similarly
to develop different space environment speciﬁcation models
(Fung, 1996, 2004a; Fung et al., 2005) and greatly facilitate
analyses (Fung et al., 2006).
Space physics event and statistical studies often require
analyzing data taken under similar geophysical conditions,
or in the same magnetospheric state. Since space physics
data are time-ordered, selection and retrieval of multiple data
intervals having similar geophysical conditions (character-
ized by multiple parameters) can be laborious. To facilitate
data selection by magnetospheric conditions, we have devel-
oped the Magnetospheric State Query System (MSQS, http://
radbelts.gsfc.nasa.gov/RB model int/Psi database.html) that
can return a set of time intervals when the user-speciﬁed
magnetospheric conditions are met (Fung, 2004b). Output
from MSQS then allows the retrieval of all available data for
the conditions of interest. The MSQS also allows queries for
intervals of time-shifted parameters, such as those given in
Fig. 5. It is ideal for testing and improving upon the magne-
tospepheric state prescriptions (Eq. 6).
Tsyganenko (2002) stated succinctly that in the case of
data-based modeling, “one of the general goals (in magnetic
ﬁeld modeling) is to ‘animate’ the data-based models by en-
abling them to reproduce the continuous magnetospheric re-
sponse to changing solar wind conditions.” With the results
of Eq. (6), it is possible to continuously specify the global
magnetospheric state, and in turn, the magnetic ﬁeld con-
ﬁguration (Tsyganenko, 2002) or the radiation belt (Fung,
1996; Fung et al., 1999, 2005). The magnetospheric state
paradigm is equally applicable to other magnetospheric mod-
els, enabling a coherent understanding of the magnetosphere.
Tsyganenko (2002) pointed out also that early data-driven
magnetic ﬁeld models have been developed by dividing the
entire data set into several subsets according to the Kp activ-
ity levels. Thus different model coefﬁcients were found for
different Kp bins. It was then found that when more than one
model input parameter is used, the modeling technique then
becomes unfeasible because there may not be enough obser-
vations to match the rapidly growing number of bins. This is
not a problem for magnetospheric state speciﬁcation per se,
as there are no model coefﬁcients involved. As we discussed
in Fig. 7a, the same Kp condition can arise from different
magnetospheric states (having different corresponding solar
wind and Dst conditions). So by using only data that are
truly associated with similar conditions, the magnetospheric
state technique actually helps reduce statistical errors, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6.
Finally, we note that there remain errors in the current
magnetospheric state prescriptions. These errors may be at-
tributabletothefactthatonlynominaltimedelaysofthestate
parameters have been included for simplicity sake. Since the
F10.7 ﬂuxes have been omitted in Eqs. (2) and (5), in order
to simplify the present study, effects of changing ionospheric
conditions controlled by the solar UV radiation have been
neglected. Such effects may be important as they contribute
to the chemical composition of the ionosphere, the plasmas-
phere, and thus the ring current decay processes. This may
account for the relatively poor agreement between the pre-
scribed and actual Dst during the decay phases of geomag-
netic storms, as shown in Fig. 9. Other factors that have been
neglected include: seasonal variations, magnetic dipole tilt
effects, potential IMF By and Bx effects, and nonlinearity
of the geomagnetic responses (e.g. t=t(Vsw, IMF Bz); cf.
Fig. 5). These considerations are beyond the scope of the
present paper, but they will be addressed in future work.
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